
Upcoming Deadlines & Events

If you have an announcement to include in the next newsletter, please fill out the

web form here.

1 February 15 June extended!: Submissions close for JGR: Atmospheres

special collection of papers from 2017 AGU Fall Meeting session “A New Era of

Lightning Observations from Space”

12 February: Abstract deadline for the 16th Annual Meeting of the Asia

Oceania Geosciences Society (AOGS)

18 February: Abstract deadline for the 27th International Union of Geodesy

and Geophysics (IUGG) General Assembly

22 February: Abstract deadline for the International Conference on Lightning

and Static Electricity (ICOLSE) 2019

7–8 March: AGU Council meeting. Please communicate any AGU-related

concerns you have beforehand to your Atmospheric and Space Electricity

(ASE) Council representatives, Maribeth Stolzenburg and Morris Cohen.

15 March: Nomination deadline for Union awards, medals, and prizes, and

AGU Fellows

7–12 April: European Geosciences Union (EGU) General Assembly, Vienna,

Austria

15 April: Nomination deadline for Benjamin Franklin Lecture

17 April: Session proposal deadline for AGU Fall Meeting 2019

8–18 July: 27th IUGG General Assembly, Montréal, Que., Canada

28 July–2 August: 16th Annual Meeting of AOGS, Singapore

31 July: Abstract deadline for AGU Fall Meeting 2019

10–13 September: ICOLSE 2019, Wichita, KA

9–13 December: AGU Fall Meeting 2019, San Francisco, CA

Executive Announcements



For the 16th AOGS Annual Meeting in Singapore, abstracts are solicited for

a session titled “Thunderstorms, Lightning and Their Effects on Human

Society,” convened by Yoav Yair, Tai-Yin Huang, and Yukihiro Takahashi. The

session covers the physical and chemical processes in lightning and

thunderstorms, with interest in studies relating global lightning patterns

and climate change, among other topics. Hurry! The abstract deadline is 12

February.

Abstract submission remains open for the International Association of

Meteorology and Atmospheric Sciences/International Commission on

Atmospheric Electricity (IAMAS/ICAE) symposium at the 27th IUGG General

Assembly. The session is listed in the program as “M10–Recent Progress in

the Field of Atmospheric Electricity” and is convened by Colin Price and

others. Papers on all aspects of ASE are sought. IUGG is celebrating its

100th anniversary in Montréal also, with several sessions highlighting the

past, present, and future of the IUGG sciences. Invited review talks in the

ICAE session are being planned. Submit your abstract before the 18

February deadline!

The AGU Honors nominations process has opened for 2019. Please consider

nominating deserving members of the ASE community for AGU Fellow or for

one of the AGU awards, medals, or prizes. Several AGU medals, including

the Lal, Revelle, Macelwane, and Simpson, are relevant to ASE scientists.

Particularly appropriate for ASE is the John Adam Fleming Medal, which is

named for the former secretary of the Terrestrial Magnetism and

Atmospheric Electricity section of AGU. It would be great to have

deserving nominees from ASE in this Centennial year. Nominate by 15

March!

ASE is seeking nominations for the 2019 Benjamin Franklin Lecture. This

biannual award recognizes one midcareer or senior scientist for meritorious

activity in ASE. The selected recipient will give the prestigious Benjamin

Franklin Lecture at Fall Meeting 2019. Nomination letters, which should

include why the nominee is well suited for the award and a suggested



lecture topic, can be sent to Maribeth Stolzenburg. Deadline for receipt is

15 April.

AGU Centennial is now! AGU Centennial is all about sharing our science

stories, building the geophysics community, creating science histories, and

collating special collections of papers, all while reaching a broader

audience for our science. ASE members are encouraged to be creative and

get involved. For example, Celebrate 100 grant opportunities are available

for funds to support engagement activities that promote the value of our

science. ASE will also take part in a day of special Centennial sessions

being planned for Fall Meeting 2019. Please contact Maribeth Stolzenburg

or Morris Cohen. if you have ideas for Centennial or if you would like to be

involved in planning ASE activities centered around the AGU Centennial.

ASE relies on member contributions to help fund activities such as Student

Travel Grants, Fall Meeting events, and other programs. No contribution is

too small; you can donate via the AGU donations site by selecting the

“Atmospheric and Space Electricity Section Fund” under “Sections

(Formerly Focus Groups).” Individual donors who give $50 or more will

also help ASE take advantage of the AGU Section Incentive Program, which

enhances member donations with a bonus to section funds depending on

primary affiliation participation rate. Please consider donating in 2019.

AGU needs volunteers to achieve its mission. A variety of opportunities are

available over the coming year, with a range of time commitments. Diverse

perspectives are needed, and more participation from ASE members is

actively sought. To help us identify opportunities that match your skills and

interests, fill out an online profile or check out AGU’s new Volunteer Central

site. Not everyone will be matched with a volunteer post, and there’s no

obligation to accept opportunities offered to you.

Interact with the ASE section online

Our Twitter and Facebook accounts are used to highlight ASE-relevant papers in

AGU journals as soon as they are published online. For more information on the



ASE section, be sure to visit our website. ASE Executive Committee members

can be reached by a single email:

Maribeth Stolzenburg, President

Morris Cohen, President-elect

Sonja Behnke, Secretary

Timothy Lang, Past President

Brant Carlson, Web Editor

AGU galvanizes a community of Earth and space scientists that collaboratively
advances and communicates science and its power to ensure a sustainable

future.

                  


